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Joe Geesin celebrates the career of  
CARMINE APPICE 

The name Carmine Appice is synonymous 
with Vanilla Fudge and heavy metal. 
Often credited with being the first “heavy 
metal” drummer, Carmine gave 

psychedelic rock group Vanilla Fudge an extra 
shove. Not only did he influence many of the great 
rock drummers, such as John Bonham, Ian Paice, 
Cozy Powell, Nicko McBrain, Tommy Lee, Dave 
Lombardo and Eric Singer, but his work with 
Vanilla Fudge helped to bridge the gap between 
psychedelia and heavy metal, influencing the likes 
of Deep Purple along the way.

At the time, psychedelic rock in the US was 
more straight-ahead than the more whimsical 
psychedelia played in the UK. Compare the West 
Coast sound of Jefferson Airplane, Quicksilver 
Messenger Service and Grateful Dead to the likes of 
Barrett-led Pink Floyd, for example. It was this 
harder edged phych that Vanilla Fudge transformed 
into proto-heavy metal, along with Iron Butterfly 
and Blue Cheer. Much different from the blues or 
progressive routes taken by many British bands of 
the era.

Classically trained at school, and heavily 
influenced by jazz drummers Buddy Rich and Gena 
Krupa, Carmine joined Vanilla Fudge in 1966.The 
band, who had previously recorded as The Pigeons 
(the singles were released in the US only, but 
compilations have been issued since), formed in 
1965 in New York. Alongside Appice were bassist 
Tim Bogert, vocalist/organist Mark Stein and 
guitarist Vince Martell. The band soon became 
noted for their own arrangements of covers, which 
were slowed down and beefed up. The band started 
recording in 1967 and their first hit, a cover of The 
Supremes’ You Keep Me Hangin’ On, is typical of 
this style. It would go on to be an even bigger hit 
when it was reissued a year later.

Between 1967 and 1969, Vanilla Fudge recorded 
five albums, mixing covers and original material, 
playing a farewell concert in March 1970. The band 
have reformed in various guises several times, with 
studio and live work being released sporadically.

A planned project with Jeff Beck, Tim Bogert and 
Rod Stewart fell through due to an injury Beck 
sustained in an accident. Appice and Bogert then 
formed Cactus, a more blues-based rock band that 
also featured guitarist Jim McCarty (Detroit Wheels, 
Buddy Miles Express) and vocalist Rusty Day 
(ex-Amboy Dukes). Again proving popular, they 
released several singles in the US. The last album 
before splitting saw keyboard player Duane 
Hitchings and ex-Atomic Rooster/Leaf Hound 
vocalist Pete French added to the band.

After Cactus, Carmine and Tim joined Jeff Beck 
for a tour commencing in August 1972, an outfit 
that was to become Beck, Bogert & Appice. This 
group would begin work on their eponymous debut 
in December. The following tour spawned a live LP 
that remains a major rarity outside of Japan, while 
the band’s second album never saw the light of day.

Throughout the 70s, alongside session work, 
Carmine also started producing drum instruction 
books. His The Realist Rock Drum Method, first 
published in 1972, remains a premier guide to 
learning rock drumming to this day. 

1977 saw Appice join Rod Stewart’s band, with 
whom he recorded four albums and co-wrote several 
songs, including the hits Do Ya Think I’m Sexy 
(1978) and Young Turks (1982). During this 
tenure he found time to record with Kiss’ Paul 
Stanley on his 1978 solo album.

The early 80s kicked off with a solo album, 
released 1981, an album with Ted Nugent and a 
pop album with Rick Derringer under the 
monkier DNA. Appice then joined Ozzy 
Osbourne’s band in 1983 for the Bark At The 
Moon tour before forming the glam rock band 
King Kobra. Post Kobra, Appice has been kept 
busy working with guitarists Derringer and Pat 
Travers in various projects, Blue Murder (with 
Whitesnake guitarist John Sykes) and Mother’s 
Army, who also featured vocalist Joe Lynn Turner 
(Rainbow, Deep Purple) and bassist Bob Daisley 
(Rainbow, Uriah Heep, Ozzy, Gary Moore).

Another ongoing project is Guitar Zeus, a series 
of albums that Carmine has recorded with singer 
Kelly Keeling and a multitude of renowned 
guitarists. These include Brian May, Ted Nugent, 
Slash and Yngwie Malmsteen. That’s enough to 
keep any drummer (and rock fan) busy. 1996 also 
saw Carmine play on the True Obsessions album by 
Megadeth’s Marty Friedman. 

At the time of writing, Carmine Appice had 
recently reformed King Kobra, recording a new 
eponymous album and completed a North 
American tour with guitar hero Michael Schenker.

The legend lives on.

At the time did you have any idea of just how 
influential Vanilla Fudge would become?
We didn’t know we were going to influence a lot of 
bands, and I didn’t know I was going to influence a 
generation of drummers. We were just doing things 
out necessity. I was playing loud and heavy because 
I couldn’t be heard with the amplification being 
used. I used to throw my sticks around and beat the 
heck out of the drums and all that stuff. 

Vanilla Fudge recorded five albums in three 
years, how different was writing and recording 
back then compared to now?
Now you have so many things you can do by 
computer. In those days you’d all sit in a 
room, write a song, put it on a cassette player, 
and you’d all sit and play it together, learn the 
song – maybe overdub some vocals – and 
that’s it. Today, obviously, you can fix 
anything – do anything you want. 

How do you feel the band evolved during those 
three years?
I thought we developed really well as a band, up to 
that second album The Beat Goes On, which I 
thought destroyed our career. For the third album 
Renaissance, we went in and wrote to actually prove 
we could compose songs. I thought I came up with 
some really good songs but, by then, it was tough 
recovering from The Beat Goes On.

You’ve worked with bassist Tim Bogert in several 
projects, including Fudge.
Yes, we got tight pretty quick. We both liked the 
same kind of music: R&B, James Brown, Motown, 
all of that.

Do you think your cover of  You Keep Me 
Hangin’ On epitomised your sound?
I think it’s definitely a good example of my drum 
sound, for that era, that time; but some other good 
exampled are my Guitar Zeus project, and also my 
time with Blue Murder. The Beck, Bogert & 
Appice is great also. Any of those work well 
together to demonstrate what I do.

The Fudge covered several Beatles songs. Were 
they an influence?
The Beatles influenced us from the Revolver 
album onwards, mostly when we were working 
out our arrangements. 

Why did the band break up? 
Tim and I wanted to play rocking kind of music 
with more guitar. We were planning on putting 
a band together with Jeff Beck, so that’s pretty 
much why we broke up. We’d been together for, 
like, four years and we were just ready to move 
on. So, blame it on me and Tim Bogert. We 
actually should have just gone on and done a 
solo thing and come back to the Fudge. But in 
those days it was cool and hip to break up. You 
had Blind Faith break up, make a supergroup, so 
that was our plan too.

Rock & Roll had been more of a hard rock album 
and it did make it easy to go into Cactus after that.

How did the formation of Cactus come about?
As I said before, Fudge broke up because we 
were going to put a band together with Jeff 
Beck. Jeff was in a car accident in 1969 and had 
to take a year and a half off. Me and Tim didn’t 
want to wait around, so we put together our 
own band called Cactus with Jim McCarty and 
Rusty Day. It was an awesome band – hard 
rocking and very fast. 

Jim McCarty was found through a friend of 
ours, Duane Hitchings. He was playing with 
the Buddy Miles Express and had played with 
Mitch Ryder, so he was a definite candidate for 
Cactus. Once we got Jimmy, he suggested 
Rusty, who was with The Amboy Dukes. We 
practiced at our manager’s rehearsal place, and 
just worked out all the stuff for the first album. 
It was very easy.

Before you formed Cactus, hadn’t you already 
made plans to form Beck, Bogert & Appice?
It wasn’t going to be Beck, Bogert & Appice, it was 
going to be called Cactus, with Rod Stewart singing. 
Before the accident, Rod bowed out and it was going 
to be a trio, but we were going to get somebody else. 
It ended up being Beck, Bogert & Appice because 
supergroups were in. You had West, Bruce & Laing; 
Crosby, Stills & Nash; and Emerson, Lake & 
Palmer. We thought Beck, Bogert & Appice would 
be a good way to do that.

All four Cactus albums are now considered hard 
rock classics. 
We just cut albums that we liked. We didn’t go 
for radio or anything, we didn’t go for singles. We 
just did albums that we liked and were rocking 
hard and kicked ass – good musicianship all 
around. I’m really proud that those Cactus 
albums became hard rock classics. Cactus 
influenced a lot of bands, such as Van Halen, AC/
DC, Anvil and Kings X. We did a lot of really 
great stuff with Cactus.

Beck, Bogert & Appice was the first of several 
power trios you’ve worked with. Is it a format 
you favour?
With a trio, musicians shine out easier than if you 
have a four or five piece band. 

Why was the live album only released in Japan?
It was never set to be released anywhere else and 
when it did come out we didn’t like it because they 
didn’t let us fix any of it up. It went on to become 
a classic album, but the group never really liked the 
Live In Japan album.

What happened to the unreleased second album?
It never came out because Jeff never approved it. 
He wasn’t easy to work with. We did try the 
second album, like, three times and it never 
worked. Then we tried it live at London’s 
Rainbow with new material. That sounded great 
but that never came out either. So in the can we 
have two second albums and a live album, and a 
Japanese album. Somebody should release 
something because it’s a shame that Beck, Bogert 
& Appice only put out one record.

Joining Rod Stewart’s band must have been 
quite different. How did you get to write songs 
with him?
The way the band worked was Rod would say, “I 
want a song like this,” or, “I want a song like 
that,” and then whoever came up with an idea he 
liked, they would do it. I wrote the basis of Do Ya 
Think I’m Sexy with my buddy Duane Hitchings 
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in his studio. Rod liked it, so we did it. I loved 
playing with Rod. He was the best frontman with 
the best voice at the time – I think he was at the 
height of his game right then.

Your session work has ranged from Ted Nugent 
to Paul Stanley (Kiss) to Pink Floyd. 
I’m not a “session man” as such. I play with 
bands, but have done a few sessions in my time. 
Paul Stanley was a friend of mine amd he asked 
me to play on his record. With Ted Nugent, I 
did the album and toured with him. With most 
of these bands, from Rod Stewart to Pink Floyd 
to Ted Nugent, I pretty much kept the same 
style of playing. It was all hard rock, it was all 
rock music. It wasn’t jazz-rock, it wasn’t funk. 

How was working Ozzy Osbourne when you 
toured with him? 
Ozzy was always a bit out of it when we played. 
He would be so high, drunk and tired before we 
went on stage that, by the end of the day, he 
was a wreck. But he was a nice guy – I love 
Ozzy. Obviously it didn’t work out to my 
liking – well, our liking – because Sharon fired 
me. She said my name was too big and I should 
start my own band. So that’s what I did with 
King Kobra. 

In those days everybody was, heavy metal, 
glam-looking and wearing make-up. I had the 
make-up and coloured hair. I wanted the  guys in 
King Kobra to have the opposite of my hair, so 
they’d be blond, with dashes of pink and red. We 
had a totally unique look and we wrote good 

songs. My guys were good players. They weren’t 
like some of the bands in those days that couldn’t 
play. To be in King Kobra, you had to look good 
and play great. 

With your Guitar Zeus project, you’ve worked 
with a lot of different guitarists. 
The Guitar Zeus albums were brilliant for me – 
because I love playing with Tony Franklin, and 
Kelly Keeling is a great singer and a great 
songwriter There are so many great moments on 
these records – I can’t pick one or two... There’s 
probably 15, you know – the Brian May track, 
the Slash track, the Ted Nugent tracks, the track 
with Ritchie Sambora. They’re all great songs. For 
me, it was awesome.

How did the tour with MSG go?
Michael had the biggest crowds he’d had in 
America in a long time. We got along great, we 
played great, and we’re planning to do some 
more stuff and go on tour next year. We’ve 
already booked a South America tour at the end 
of February. Michael is one of the originals. I 

was pleased to be playing with another great 
guitar player.

When Vanilla Fudge reunited in 2007, you 
recorded an album of Led Zeppelin covers. 
Did you and John Bonham influence each 
other as drummers?
Me and John Bonham were friends so, yes, I 
think we did influence each other. I know I 
influenced him when he first started. And then 
he influenced me later when they started getting 
big. Some of the things he did were awesome. 
He was a good guy and we got along really well. 
We had a great time on the road together.

You’re considered the inventor of heavy metal 
drumming. How do you feel about that?
I think it’s pretty cool that I’ve been labelled that. 
I did everything out of necessity – I wasn’t 
planning anything. There are a lot of great 
drummers today: really fast feet, tremendous 
players, so it’s great to be labelled that. I like Joey 
Jordison, Tommy Lee, my brother Vinnie. Nicko 
McBrain. There are so many great players. 

CARMINE APPICE 
SELECT DISCOGRAPHY  
(UK unless noted)
VANILLA FUDGE UK Singles
7/67 Atlantic 584 123 You Keep Me Hanging On/Take Me For A Little While..........£8
10/67 Atlantic 584 139 (Illusions Of My Childhood) Eleanor Rigby (Pts 1&2)..........£8
4/68 Atlantic 584 179 Where Is My Mind?/The Look Of Love.................... ........... £12
3/69 Atlantic 584 257 Shotgun/Good Good Lovin’................................... ...............£8
7/69 Atlantic 584 276 Some Velvet Morning/Thoughts .....................................  £12

VANILLA FUDGE USA Singles
6/67 Atco 6590 You Keep Me Hanging On/Take Me For A Little While................  £10
1/68 Atco 6554 Where Is My Mind?/The Look Of Love.........................................£10
9/68 Atco 6616 Take Me For A Little While/Thoughts .........................................  £10
11/68 Atco 6632 Season Of The Witch Pt 1/Pt2.....................................................£7
3/69 Atco 6655 Shotgun/Good Good Lovin’ ..........................................................  £7
6/69 Atco 6679 Some Velvet Morning/People ......................................................  £7
11/69 Atco 6703 I Can’t Make It Alone/I Need Love.............................................. £6
1/70 Atco 6728 Lord In The Country/The Windmills Of Your Mind .......................... £6
7/84 Atco 99729 Mystery/The Stranger................................................................ £4

VANILLA FUDGE UK Albums
9/67 Atlantic 587/588 086 VANILLA FUDGE (LP, red & plum label, mono/stereo).£45
2/68 Atlantic 587/588 100 THE BEAT GOES ON (LP, mono/stereo)..................£35/30
6/68 Atlantic 587/588 110 RENAISSANCE (LP, mono/stereo) ........................ £35/30
2/69 Atco 228 020 NEAR THE BEGINNING (LP)................................................... £25
10/69 Atco 228 029 ROCK’N’ROLL (LP)............................................................... £25
7/84 WEA 7901 491 MYSTERY (LP)..................................................................... £12
1991 Rhino R2 70798 VANILLA FUDGE LIVE (CD, USA)........................................ £10
9/02 Punahele Productions R77625 VANILLA FUDGE 2001/THE RETURN (CD) ........ £8
2003  THE RETURN – LIVE IN GERMANY PT 1 (CD)
2003  Crystal Wind 1002 THE REAL DEAL – VANILLA FUDGE LIVE (CD) ................ £8
2003  ROCKS THE UNIVERSE – LIVE IN GERMANY pt 2 (CD)
11/04 True North FUE061439.2 THEN AND NOW (CD)......................................  £8
2/07 Music Avenue 250159 GOOD GOOD ROCKIN’: LIVE AT ROCKPLAST (CD)...  £8
2007 Escapi EMWS 20078 OUT THROUGH THE IN DOOR (CD).........................£10
5/08 Music Avenue 250206 WHEN TWO WORLDS COLLIDE LIVE (CD)................£8
2010 Rhino 603497774821 BOX OF FUDGE (4CD box)................................... £40

VANILLA FUDGE USA Original Albums
9/67 Atco 33224 VANILLA FUDGE (LP, mono/stereo) ....................................... £40
2/68 Atco 33237 THE BEAT GOES ON (LP, mono/stereo)...................................£30
6/68 Atco 33244 RENAISSANCE (LP, mono/stereo).......................................... £30
2/69 Atco 33278 NEAR THE BEGINNING (LP) ...................................................  £20
10/69 Atco 33303 ROCK’N’ROLL (LP) ............................................................... £20
7/84 Atco 90149-1 MYSTERY (LP)...................................................................... £8

CACTUS Albums
7/70 Atco 2400 020 CACTUS (LP)................................................................. £25
7/71 Atco 2400 114 ONE WAY ... OR ANOTHER (LP ....................................... £20
4/72 Atlantic K40307 RESTRICTIONS (LP)......................................................£18
10/72Atlantic K50013 ‘OT AND SWEATY (LP)........................................................ £18
2004  BARELY CONTAINED – STUDIO SESSIONS 
2004 FULLY UNLEASHED – THE LIVE GIGS
2007 Escapi NWMS60.2 CACTUS V (CD)............................................................... £10
2010 Cleopatra CLP9306 ULTRA SONIC BOOGIE – LIVE 1971 (USA CD) ................ £10

BECK, BOGERT & APPICE single
2/73 Epic EPC1251 Black Cat Moan / Livin’ Alone.................................................  £5

BECK, BOGERT & APPICE Albums
4/73 Epic EPC40 654 55 BECK, BOGERT & APPICE (LP)....................................... £12
1975 CBS EQ32140 / Q65455 BECK, BOGERT & APPICE (LP, quadraphonic) ....... £18
9/73 Epic ECPJ 5 6 LIVE IN JAPAN (2LP, gatefold sleeve, insert, OBI)................. £45

Carmine APPICE
1981 Pasha R29262 Rockers (LP, USA)
1981 Riva/WEA RVLP15 Rockers (LP, aka Carmine Appice).................................... £8
1999  V8 (CD)

Selected Other Albums
1995 CARMINE APPICE – Guitar Zeus
1997 CARMINE APPICE – Guitar Zeus II
2000 CARMINE APPICE – Guitar Zeus Japan
2001 CARMINE APPICE – Guitar Zeus 2001
2009 CARMINE APPICE – Gutiar Zeus Conquering Heroes
1989 BLUE MURDER – Blue Murder
1993 BLUE MURDER – Nothin’ But Trouble
2001 DERRINGER/BOGERT/APPICE – Doin’ Business As 
2009 DERRINGER/BOGERT/APPICE – Sky Is Falling

1981 DNA – Party Tested
1997 DRAGON ATTACK - A Tribute To Queen
1973 JEN AKKERMAN – Tabernakel
1985 JEFF BECK – Flash
1975 KGB – KGB
1976 KGB – Motion
1985 KING KOBRA – Ready To Strike
1986 KING KOBRA – Thrill Of A Lifetime
1988 KING KOBRA – King Kobra III
2001 KING KOBRA – Hollywood Trash
2010 KING KOBRA – King Kobra
1978 KISS – Paul Stanley
1996 Marty FRIEDMAN – True Obsessions
1993 MOTHERS ARMY – Mothers Army
1997 MOTHERS ARMY – Planet Earth
1987 PINK FLOYD – A Momentary Lapse Of Reason
1977 ROD STEWART – Foot Loose and Fancy Free
1978 ROD STEWART – Blondes Have More Fun
1980 ROD STEWART – Foolish Behaviour
1981 ROD STEWART – Tonight I’m Yours
1981 RON WOOD – 1234
1982 TED NUGENT – Nugent
1986 TED NUGENT – Little Miss Dangerous
1983 TIM BOGERT – Master’s Brew
1976 TOMMY BOLIN – Private Eyes
1997 TOMMY BOLIN – Bottom Shelf
2004 TRAVERS & APPICE – It Takes A Lot Of Balls
2005 TRAVERS & APPICE – Live At The House Of Blues
2006 TRAVERS & APPICE – Bazooka
2001 VARIOUS – Cozy Powell Forever

Thanks to Sandy Serge and Leslie Gold.
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Above and top of page, 
the ultimate power trio:
Beck, Bogert & Appice.
Far left: heavy rock 
pioneers Vanilla Fudge 
were Carmine Appice, 
Vince Martell, Mark 
Stein and Tim Bogert


